Immunoglobulins from the sera of immunologically activated persons with pairs of electrophoretic restricted bands show a greater tendency to aggregate than normal.
From in vitro data, it has been speculated that pairs of endogenous restricted bands migrating in close proximity in the gamma region upon high resolution serum electrophoresis (HRE) represent circulating immune complexes (CIC). Using a polyethylene glycol (PEG) method to separate CIC, we found a very high correlation between the presence of such band pairs and elevated levels of CIC (CHI2 = 25.7, p less than 0.001) in 51 sera. HRE appears to be a good screening technique to identify, with a high degree of certainty, samples with elevated levels of CIC for delineation by more specific methods. Yet, examination by gel-filtration chromatography and precipitation with PEG indicated that the molecules comprising the band patterns were not CIC, but polyclonal 7S IgG. These bands are usually found in patients with chronic activation of the immune system. Fractionation of the sera from 5 such patients with various cuts of PEG indicated that the average IgG concentration in the 2.5-5%, and 5-7.5% cuts from patients was 3.99 g/l and 2.2 g/l, while from healthy subjects the concentrations were 0.68 g/l and 2.88 g/l. This reversed precipitation pattern was seen both for absolute levels of IgG and for percent of total IgG. On the average the amount of precipitation of IgG in the 2.5-5% fraction of patients was about 5-fold above that seen in the healthy subjects. The endogenous bands were not associated with any specific cut of PEG, but appeared to be proportionally distributed in accord with the levels of IgG. The data is consistent with the idea that immunologically activated patients exhibit a greater tendency for immunoglobulins to associate than normal. This propensity to aggregate may cause CIC to form in situ in local compartments even though CIC do not appear to be present upon analysis by biochemical techniques.